The use of 99mTc-DTPA Aerosol for lung ventilation in conjunction with 99mTc-MAA for lung perfusion has been routinely used by us for the past year in patients with pulmonary embolism (PE) (Dowsett et al 1985).

METHOD: The patient, with suspected PE first undergoes a 99mTc-MAA perfusion scan. A complete 8 view study is performed; a normal result removes the necessity for a ventilation study, with an obvious time saving in a busy department and reduction in patient radiation exposure.

A perfusion defect suggests a pulmonary embolism and requires a ventilation scan for confirmation. This preliminary lung perfusion screening can be carried out using film images; computer data collection at this stage is not necessary. From the film images the best view is chosen that indicates the perfusion defect most clearly. The patient is then re-positioned in front of the gamma camera in order to collect this perfusion view as a timed computer image (128 x 128; LEAP collimator). This is the reference perfusion image (Q). The patient can then be taken to the aerosol delivery system and inhale 1 - 2mcI of 99mTc-DTPA liquid aerosol (1mg/2ml), both CTS-Venticis-4 Syntevet aerosol systems have been used. The overall lung activity should be double the original perfusion scan, this can be checked by noting the count rate from the gamma camera before and after inhalation.

An identical timed computer image is again taken in the same view; accurate re-alignment of the patient at the gamma camera is not necessary. This is the mixed perfusion + ventilation image (Q+V). The computer patient data collection procedure is now finished and takes approximately 6-8 minutes. It is important that the computer perfusion image is taken directly after the film sequence of perfusion views since the in-vivo stability of the 99mTc-MAA is short and after 1 hour significant quantities of free 99mTc are circulating. That will tend to obscure any lung defects; this factor will significantly degrade the sensitivity of the diagnostic procedure.

The computer analysis uses a routine image subtraction program to separate the timed (Q) and (Q+V) images, so revealing the ventilation component (V). Comparisons can then be made between the (V) & (Q) images to identify V:Q mismatch regions and therefore the existence of PE. If no patient movement has occurred between the two images collection sequences (Q) & (Q+V) then the image subtraction is straightforward, however movement artefacts confuse the subtracted ventilation picture and must be corrected before subtracting the two images.
Spatial Transformation of the Image: Image Registration Program

We have developed an image registration program that corrects for both orthogonal (vertical & horizontal) mis-alignment and also rotational mis-alignment of the images. It allows accurate image registration before subtracting paired lung images, (Q) from (Q+V). It can also be used in other image subtraction applications where non-linear movement may have occurred (cerebral, parathyroid, cardiac etc.). The advantage of a rigorous computational fitting program is that it allows the patient to be moved away from the camera to inhale the aerosol in comfort and then be re-positioned; any re-positioning errors can then be corrected during analysis.

The spatial transformation that re-aligns the image set (paired images (Q) & (Q+V)) uses a two dimensional 2nd order polynomial spatial mapping function, originally developed for de-warping pincushion and barrel distortions from NASA optical displays (Pratt 1978). These functions are:

\[
M = \sum_{a=0}^{P-1} \sum_{b=0}^{P-1} A_{ab} I^a J^b \\
N = \sum_{a=0}^{P-1} \sum_{b=0}^{P-1} B_{ab} I^a J^b
\]

Where I,J are pixel positions in the (Q+V) image and M,N are identical pixel positions in the (Q) image. A and B are polynomial coefficients which must be determined in order to quantify the mapping function; a,b define the polynomial order. Perfusion pixels M,N are related spatially to those in the aerosol image I,J by:

\[
M = a_0 I + a_1 I^2 + a_2 J + a_3 I^3 + a_4 J^2 + a_5 I J + a_6 I^2 J^2 + \text{etc.} \\
N = b_0 I + b_1 I^2 + b_2 J + b_3 I^3 + b_4 J^2 + b_5 I J + b_6 I^2 J^2 + \text{etc.}
\]

The unknown coefficients a_0, a_1, a_2, ..., a_6 and b_0, b_1, b_2, ..., b_6 characterize the mapping for each set of images. Pairs of positional reference points are identified on each image. Current work is directed toward automatic real-alignment of the paired images without operator intervention. Using matrix notation the computer algorithm precisely re-aligns one image with the other, correcting for movement differences, small differences in image size and other non-matching image distortions. The two images (Q) and (Q+V) are thus accurately matched before subtraction.

Accurate image registration using this program removes edge artefacts due to patient movement, which can give false positive results. Total computer time spent on the analysis is approximately 15 minutes; between 2-5 minutes is spent by the image spatial transformation routine.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION: An example of the image shift routine used to overcome image movement is shown in the Figure Series. The perfusion image (Q) identifies three defects (arrows). After aerosol inhalation (Q+V) shows some patient movement. The effects of this movement are apparent on the subtracted ventilation image (V), leading to false defect areas on the V:Q image. If the perfusion image (Q) is spatially transformed to fit the (Q+V) image the resulting ventilation image V_s is more uniform and the subsequent V_s:Q ratio image clearly demonstrates all three perfusion defects accurately as mismatched segmented regions.

The clear advantages of this technique for routine detection of pulmonary emboli are:

1. 99mTc can be used for both the perfusion and ventilation image, so replacing unsatisfactory gas agents.
2. Perfusion images can be performed first.
3. The patient can inhale the aerosol far more conveniently away from the camera.
4. Any lung view can be chosen to demonstrate the PE defect to its best advantage.
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